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Working Smarter

Debugging ISPF Dialogs:
Part I

This month, I begin a four-part series
that focuses on methods you can use

for debugging ISPF dialogs. This series will
discuss debugging techniques that are built
into ISPF as well as the use of external
tools, specifically the LE Debug Tool.

As an example, I will be using a simple
Soundex dialog that consists of the follow-
ing components:

● a REXX EXEC

● a COBOL program

● an Assembler program

● a panel

The dialog displays a pop-up panel. The
user enters a surname on the panel and the
dialog converts the surname to a Soundex
code. I chose this dialog because it uses
multiple languages (REXX, COBOL and
Assembler), is simple to understand and is
completely self-contained.

A FUNCTION IS A PROGRAM

Whenever you are learning a new lan-
guage or environment, new terminology
can make your learning curve even steeper.
One of the best places to begin an ISPF
debugging discussion is to explain the
differences between a “dialog” and a
“dialog function.”

A dialog consists of all of the exe-
cutable code that produces the finished
result. A dialog function is an individual
component.  Dialog functions are always
programs. They are not panels, messages
or skeletons. Although these things are
critical elements of many ISPF dialogs,
they are not considered “functions.”

As this series progresses, you will
understand why it is important to grasp this
fundamental ISPF concept.

TSO VS. ISPF

I will not go into great detail about TSO
in this series. However, I will provide a
quick overview. For ISPF debugging, this is
especially true of the critical point where
ISPF is initially started from TSO.

All OS/390 and z/OS ISPF sessions begin
as TSO sessions. To put TSO into a 21st cen-
tury context, permit me to call it a thin-client
networking environment. That is, each TSO

session that is active on an operating system
is a “client” to the Terminal Controlling
Address Space (TCAS). TCAS is the “server”
address space. It is constantly polling the
chain of active TSO sessions looking for the
presence of an AID key (usually Enter).

ISPF runs “on top” of this older, line-
mode client/server infrastructure. ISPF acts
like a Textual User Interface (TUI) to the
line-mode TSO environment.

TEST AND TRACE MODE

When an ISPF development project is
underway, all developers should be aware

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

FIGURE 1: TEST/TRACE MODE SETTINGS AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE ISPF ENVIRONMENT 

READY
ISPF TRACE 3.4
<enter>

FIGURE 2: A TYPICAL DEVELOPER LAUNCH OF THE INITIAL
ISPF SUBTASK FROM THE TSO READY PROMPT 
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of certain parameters that change the way
that ISPF is started from TSO. Specifically,
there are two special mode parameters that
can be coded: TEST and TRACE.

Each mode parameter also has an “X”
variant (TESTX and TRACEX). Regardless
of the languages that you will use to write
the dialog functions, knowledge of these
important parameters is critical. The table in
Figure 1 describes the additional features
these parameters provide developers.

Note that you always use TEST/TRACE
when you first launch ISPF from line mode
TSO. This implies that all ISPF developers
must be able to get to the “naked READY”
mode of TSO. I mention this only because I
have worked at installations that did not
allow the average TSO user to even see the
READY prompt. Figure 2 shows a typical
developer-style launch of ISPF using the
TRACE setting. Refer to Chapter 2,
“Controlling ISPF Sessions” in the ISPF
Dialog Developer’s Guide and Reference
(Section 2.5) for a more complete explana-
tion of TEST and TRACE.

TSO/ISPF SEARCH PATHS

The ISPF environment relies upon the
fact that certain DD names are present
within the TIOT of an active TSO session.
Figure 3 lists ISPF DD names and their
purpose, as well as several TSO-related
DD names.

In the traditional ISPF sense, panels are
members of a PDS allocated at ISPPLIB,
skeletons at ISPSLIB and so forth.
However, there are methods available that
can ease this restriction.

In the “old days,” before LIBDEF,
ALTLIB and TSOLIB were available, I
used a reallocation program executed from
line-mode TSO. This program acquired all
of the dataset names that were allocated at
the ISP and SYSPROC concatenations,
taking care to preserve their order. Then, it
would free the allocations. Finally, it
would reallocate the required DD names
placing a private development library first
in the concatenation.

This technique still works and you might
find it preferable to using a custom logon
procedure. One drawback is that you must
perform a reallocation every time a logon is
done. Further, you must perform the reallo-
cation outside of ISPF because once ISPF
has been started all of the ISP DD names are
open and cannot be freed.

ALTERING SEARCH PATHS

To summarize so far: ISPF looks to DD
names that begin with ISP, and TSO looks
to DD names like SYSPROC, SYSEXEC
and STEPLIB to find requested programs,
panels and other things.

There are two TSO commands and one
ISPF service that make it easy to alter the
search paths (DD names) provided at TSO
logon. The TSO commands are ALTLIB
and TSOLIB. The ISPF service is LIB-
DEF.

This distinction, TSO command or ISPF
service, is critical because it reveals where
the command or service can be coded. Figure
4 explains these three commands/service in
more detail.

I will leave it to interested readers to
investigate further. What follows is a list of

points that dialog developers should be
aware of with regard to search path altering.

● The LIBDEF service is only valid for
the ISP DD names. The ISPF DD name
(ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, etc.) is actually
part of the syntax. You cannot use it for
TSO DD names like SYSPROC.

● If you are using LIBDEF to develop
dialogs, then panels, messages and
skeletons will always be retrieved by
their names from the LIBDEF’d
allocation. You should still use TEST
or TRACE to start ISPF for their other
valuable debugging features.

● Remember to “un-LIBDEF” an
allocation when an ISPF dialog is 
about to end.

     

 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

FIGURE 3: ISPF AND TSO DD NAMES  

To read more about ALTLIB and TSOLIB, use the line mode HELP command (from READY or Option 6 of ISPF). To learn
more about LIBDEF, use the MODEL command when editing a REXX EXEC.

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

FIGURE 4: ALTLIB, TSOLIB AND LIBDEF 

You should store this REXX EXEC in a PDS allocated at the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC DD names. Note the word “REXX”
as a comment in the first line. This allows the REXX to reside at either SYSPROC or SYSEXEC.

/* REXX */                                                              
PARSE UPPER ARG Debug                                                   
ADDRESS TSO                                                             
“ALLOC DD(SYSOUT) DA(*)”                                                
ADDRESS ISPEXEC                                                         
“LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID(‘pds.with.panel’) STACK”                     
“LIBDEF ISPLLIB DATASET ID(‘loadlib.containg.CLCCSNDX’) STACK”          
“SELECT PGM(CLCCSNDX) PARM(“Debug”)”                                    
“LIBDEF ISPPLIB”                                                        
“LIBDEF ISPLLIB”                                                       

FIGURE 5: THE SOUNDEX REXX EXEC 
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● You can only issue TSOLIB from
READY mode TSO. It is still quite
valuable especially if your dialogs are
written in COBOL, Assembler, C, or
PL/I. For example, Figure 5 shows the
launching Soundex REXX EXEC. It
uses a LIBDEF for ISPLLIB (load
modules) because the primary dialog
function named CLCCSNDX is
written in COBOL. However, if you
issued a TSOLIB that pointed to
‘loadlib.containg.CLCCSNDX’ prior to
starting ISPF, the LIBDEF for ISPLLIB
would not be needed.

CONCLUSION

This month, I presented the basics of an
ISPF debugging environment. The next two
columns in the series will cover the use of
the Dialog Test Option of ISPF (Option 7).
The final column will explain how to use
the LE Debug Tool when developing dialog
functions written in COBOL.  
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